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About This Game

We believe that the power of VR can help solve real world issues by putting you into other people’s shoes. Or in this particular
case, a wheelchair. Experience the world from the different perspective and help us battle inaccessibility in Ukraine!

Features:

True story and interactive narration
The story is written and voiced by (the very much real) Dmytro Schebetyuk who suffered spinal injury that bound him
to wheelchair but hasn’t stopped him from having a full life. He shares his thoughts, cracks jokes and sarcastically
comments on your acions and failings.
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Unique locomotion system
Push the wheels with your hands and try to keep balance of the wheelchair in VR. Turns out it’s even harder than it
looks!

Wacky gameplay
The game does not focus on disability but rather on fun situations being in wheelchair puts you in.

Charity cause
Profits from the game are donated to Dostupno UA initiative that supports accessibility programs and films video blogs
about infrastructure and life of people with disabilities in Ukraine.
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Title: Wheelchair Simulator VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
ViRa Games
Publisher:
ViRa Games
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i3-6100/AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti/AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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wheelchair simulator vr

Adding flying to a shooter and make it a good video game it's a hard task, but SPY BUGS does it very well. The game is very
funny and already good enough for such an early state (alpha)! Of course it needs more maps and more people, but I'm
positive they will come and SPY BUGS will be an even better game. I'm loving the experience so much that I decided to
make my review on video, instead of only writing this Steam analysis:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=JdA2hVbPhX0. I cant write a real review about it, nowadays, since the game was
really dead as i got it longer ago. I refund it since i was not able to play it, the last 2 servers which were running (i duno if
even 1 server is now running...) were all the time empty.

I mean it, avoid buying it now, you will not be able to play it anymore.... PAKO 2 is crazy taxi criminal edition, and that
is a very good thing! (Video Version of Review) https://youtu.be/PMddawSe0f4 The core gameplay revolves around
picking up crews from jobs they just pulled, and getting them to their drop-off location, all while avoiding the ever
growing police threat that manifests itself in increasingly more dangerous ways. The game may sound simple, but it's all
the extra trappings that push this one well ahead of it's competition. An entire lot of cars to buy with in game cash, tons
of weapons to purchase that give this title it's twin stick elements, mods that can be installed, a perk system that can be
customized and earned through each successful drop-off, stat boosting for each vehicle, multiple levels! The list goes on
and on for ways that you can customize your own experience and style in this game. Even the graphic options shine here,
with the ability to make the game look like a 70's VHS cop show, or if you prefer, clean up the visuals with a more
"modern" look. Tree Men Games have written a love letters to the fans with this title, and I would be more than happy to
stand up and start the slow clap that this game deserves.. Finnished this within 42 minutes, probably wont be playing
again. Most characters are simply horrible like the "hunter" whose arrows have a very tight hitbox etc.
And the enemies are just moving around, not attacking (some of them have incredibly simple attacks) Bosses were ok.
. A fun hour-long game (if your lucky!) Simple in concept, and a fun sideplot that will have you wanting to complete the
game, no matter how increasingly difficult the levels get. This game is worth every penny.. Official cheat which gives
you the upgrade directly.
You can still get it during the regular gameplay, so don't buy it.
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First Beat Hazard had a special place in my heart.
Already LOVE the new Features in the second one!. Beautiful HOG on exotic setting ^^
I wish it were longer. gt;Start game
>Controls are laughably bad
>Arrow key movement instead of WASD
>Open options to change keybinds
>No option to do that
>Quit game. It isn't Football manager but it is very similar... Wonderful game. For a single-man creation, it's great.
P.S.- the camera..if the camera could be pointed behind the car, the game will be even greater( for example, like in Retro
Parking).. Combines Mount & Blade with Total War; kinda like the Red Orchestra 2 of strategy games.

A unique and underrated title from a studio that went under before bugs were fixed.

Buy it on sale you won't be dissapointed.
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